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QUESTION 1

Incident#120703-002539 was submittedon Tuesday, July 3,2012at 1:00 pm. 

At what time the initial Response Due (incidents.rel_due) field be stamped using the response requirements shown? 

A. Tuesday, July 3, 2012 at 9:00 pm 

B. Wednesday, July 4, 2012 at 12:00 pm 

C. Thursday, July 5, 2012 at 12:00 pm 

D. Thursday, July 5, 2012 at 1:00 pm 

E. Saturday, July 7, 2012 at 12:00 pm 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: * From the exhibit we see that the response time is 480 minutes (6 hours). 

*

 From the exhibit we see that the resolution time is 1440 minutes (24hours). *incidents.rel_due is the result of the
calculation that RN makes to tell you when an Incident is due for a response. 

*

 The best thing to do in this instance is adjust the response requirements and SLA level to suit. In the SLA edit function,
you can tell the system the working hours that are used, i.e. Monday to Friday, 0900 - 1700. Also under the SLA edit, in
Response Requirements you\\'ll see Response and Resolution Time. Set these to the working number of minutes. So,
for example. If you did do 9-5 during a working day, you\\'re going to want to set this to 8x60x5 (2400). Also, do the
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same in the Response Requirements edit (above the Service Level Agreements in the Configuration tab).You\\'ll find
both of these functions under Service in the Configuration tab.What this will do is tell the system to start counting, but
only during working hours. So, if an incidentcomes in outside of your working hours, say 11pm, it won\\'t start the clock
until 0900 the following morning. 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer wants to change the following text on the receipt and asksubmitpage: 

"Thanks for submitting your question. Use this reference number for the follow up: 

#120728-000001 

A member of your support team will get back to you soon. 

If you need to update your question and you already have an account, log in, click the Your Account tab, and select the
question to open and update it." 

Which two actions will allow you to identify the correct message base item if you do not know which message base you
need to edit? 

A. Run a message base report and search for the text string you want to change. 

B. Identify the customer portal page that includes the text you want to change and identify the message base from within
the code. 

C. Look for the message in the receipt email body. 

D. Submit an incident to customer care. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Which are two true statements about chat surveys? 

A. You can create a chat rule to email a transactional survey to the customer at the end of a chat. 

B. Sending a link to a survey can only be done by the agent during or at the end of chat. 

C. You can create a chat rule to pop up a transactional survey at the end of a chat. 

D. When displaying a link to a chat survey, customer information cannot be linked back to the chat. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Note: *Chat Surveys Oracle RightNow Chat Cloud Service facilitates real-time chat sessions between your agents and
customers visiting your Website. Completion of a chat session is a prime time to gather feedback measuring the
effectiveness of the chat channel and to gain deeper insight into your online customer experience. Configurable chat
business rules enable you to present customers with a Website link survey when the chat session is complete or when
the chat is canceled(C). A transactional survey may also be e-mailed to the customer after the chat is completed instead
of "popping" the survey to the screen.(A) 
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*As part of the Oracle RightNow CX Cloud Service solution, there are at least 11 different ways to listen to your
customers: transactional surveys, broadcast surveys, Website link surveys, chat surveys, voice surveys, surveys by
proxy, answer feedback, site feedback, social monitor, support community, innovation community, and periodic review
of incidents. 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer requested that you create a new report and make it available in the agent\\'s navigation set. You create
the report and add it to the agent\\'s navigation set. However, the agents cannot see the new report. Select three actions
you must perform to identify the reason the report does not display for the agents. 

A. Request the agents to log off andlog back on. 

B. Check the Customize Navigation Sets selection. 

C. Review the navigation set in the profile to ensure it matches the navigation set you updated. 

D. Validate the Analytics permissions set for the report 

E. Review the filters in the report to ensure the Assign field selection is set to Logged In. 

F. Verify that profile permissions in Service has a check for "Read" under Incidents. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

Note: 

*The staff members assigned to the profile have access to only those reports and items defined in their profile\\'s
navigation set unless you allow staff members with that profile to customize their navigation set. 

*Navigation sets control the navigation lists and buttons that staff members see on the navigation pane of the RightNow
CX Console. 

Navigation sets can be created for staff members who have any combination of responsibilities, and can be assigned to
staff members in their profiles. Every staff member has a profile, and every profile must include a navigation set that all
staff members with that profile use when they work in RightNow CX. A navigation set is a combination of navigation
buttons and their associated navigation lists. 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer has five active agents, one agent profile, three products, and three incident queues (queue1, queue2,
and queue3). 

Their incidents are directed to each queue based on their three products. 

Each product is assigned a unique queue. 

The priority of queue to be worked are queue 1, queue2, and queue3. 

Identify which two items will solve this problem. 

A. Change the full policy for the agent profile to manual and instruct at least one of the agents to pull queue3. 
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B. Change the pull policy for the agent profile to ""First Due. 

C. Create an escalation rule for the agent profile to "First Due". 

D. Create a new agent profile that has a reverse queue order and assign at least one agent to the new profile. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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